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M A I N T E N A N C E
Protect Your Investment

MOBILE LTE
BROADBAND BACKUP
When your wireline broadband internet
connection goes down, do all your
employees stop working? Do your
customers have to shop elsewhere?
If your business relies on your wireline
internet access to operate, you need to
protect it with a wireless LTE internet
backup.
Keep your business connected to your
customers and vendors when your wired
internet connection is lost with mobile
broadband network failover protection
from Verizon Wireless LTE. Comtex is now
a Verizon Preferred Partner.

WHY NON-HARDWARE
MAINTENANCE?
Have telephone carrier issues, fax line or
alarm line problems? Need minor program
changes or over the phone tech support?
Plans start at $29 per month & cover most
common industry issues. Depending on your
needs the maintenance plan could save your
company HUNDREDS! CLICK HERE to review
our maintenance plans & call us TODAY to
start saving!

Call Us Today For A Quote!
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CAMERA TECHNOLOGY'S
RAPID GROWTH
Ever seen a grainy, hard to see image
surveillance video? New camera technology has
created Intensifier IP & HD-TVI. No need to
worry about losing visibility & images in variable
lighting conditions. These cameras amplify
existing light with no limitations in distance. All
objects display in perfect clarity with minimum
light. These IP cameras can also be accessed
remotely, anytime-anywhere with an internet
connection via smartphone, tablet or PC.

Ty’s Tech Tips!

CALL PARKING
Many clients today do not have the traditional
analog phone services as we have had the past
30 years, but rather have VOIP services, SIP or
possibly a PRI.

All three services work

PROFITABLE MOBILITY

A relatively new feature for telephone systems
means you can select how you would like your
office calls delivered to your desk, mobile phone or
both right from an app running on your mobile
device or possibly from your PC. This feature also
allows you to place calls from your mobile phone
but the outbound caller ID looks like you are in the
office thereby keeping your cell phone # private.
Using this technology to stay in touch with clients
and prospects makes you more accessible, efficient
and profitable. Simply contact your account
manager for the app name to download and
instructions to activate the mobility features.

INTERNET TOO SLOW?

differently than the standard Line 1 , Line 2, Line

Comtex is selling internet services for the lowest prices &

3. Transferring and putting calls on HOLD is

fastest speeds EVER! While download speeds of

quite different. So, a feature was developed to

60Mbps may be sufficient for many, the UPLOAD speed

help with this issue known as CALL PARK and

of only 3 or 4 Mbps (standard with 60 Mbps) with that

CALL PARK PICKUP. There are various types of

package is woefully SLOW. And, with CLOUD computing

CALL PARK but most of our systems offer a

becoming more and more common and with SLOW

system wide PARK zone which we call PARK 1,

upload speeds of 3 Megabytes (equal to 2 old fashioned

or PARK 2, etc… Once a call is placed on hold

T1s) and 4 Mb many businesses are experiencing

using these keys, you can simply pick up the call

bottlenecks in internet/computer performance. Often

anywhere you see the key flashing for PARK 1

times the FIBER solution is too expensive. See our

(displays caller ID while on hold), by pressing

affordable prices below!

the CALL PARK key where the call was parked.
In some cases, press CALL PARK PICK UP and

240/15 Mbps $ 149 per month

then the appropriate PARK key. Learning exactly

240 Mbps download with 15 Mbps UPLOAD

how the CALL PARK feature & function works on

300/20 Mbps $199 per month

your system will make life as easy as the “old
days."

300 Mbps download with 20 Mbps UPLOAD
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